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Contact Details  
 

ADDRESS 490 Whitehorse Road  

Mitcham VIC 3132 

PRINCIPAL  Verona Gridley 

PARISH PRIEST  Dispin John 

SCHOOL BOARD CHAIR  Sarah Longmore 

TELEPHONE  03 9874 1575 

EMAIL  principal@sjmitcham.catholic.edu.au 

WEBSITE  www.sjmitcham.catholic.edu.au 

E NUMBER  E1142 

 
 

Minimum Standards Attestation  

I, Verona Gridley, attest that St John's School is compliant with:  

• All of the requirements for the minimum standards and other requirements for the  
registration of schools as specified in the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (Vic) 
and the Education and Training Reform Regulations 2017 (Vic), except where the school  
has been granted an exemption from any of these requirements by the VRQA  

• Australian Government accountability requirements related to the 2020 school year under  the 
Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) and the Australian Education Regulations 2013  (Cth)  

• The Child Safe Standards prescribed in Ministerial Order No.870 - Child Safe Standards,  
Managing Risk of Child Abuse in School.  

03/05/2021  

NOTE: The School’s financial performance information has been provided to the Australian Charities and Not-for 
profits Commission (ACNC) and will be available for the community to access from their website at 
www.acnc.gov.au 
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Our School Vision  

 
A Welcoming Community  

Leading the Future of Learning  
with Faith and Love  

 
 
 

Our Strategic Intent  
 

 

We intend to create a dynamic learning environment, where 
Catholic faith permeates, active partnerships with St John's 
community are developed and a high-quality personalised 
curriculum is provided, to improve student engagement, 
growth and positive learning outcomes. 
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School Overview  

St John's Primary School has enjoyed a long, rich history in Mitcham. Beginning In 1872 with the 
very first Catholic school in the area called Ayr Hill Catholic School. It became the Parish of St 
John's in 1952 and our thriving, present day school opened in 1960 as St John's Primary School 
Mitcham. The school enjoys a strong, close community with an enrolment of approximately 150 
students.  

At St. John's we believe in working together with families and the community, to educate the whole 
child emotionally, academically, socially and spiritually. Our small class-sizes allow for 
personalised teaching and strong engagement in the learning. We foster a spirit of welcome for 
all of our parents, staff and students, creating a vibrant and supportive community, living the 
Gospel values of peace, hope, faith and love.  

St John's Mitcham is dedicated to providing a rich and diverse curriculum that encourages a love 
of learning. Our cutting-edge facilities promote engagement in student learning, supported by 
strong teaching practices and technologies which motivate enquiring minds. We encourage our 
students to flourish, celebrating their many talents and to make a difference in the world.  

The learning spaces are engaging and flexible to enable learning and teaching to be designed to 
meet the needs of students. Our secure, shaded outside spaces include an Adventure 
Playground, large grassed area, basketball court, tennis courts and a 'passive play' area, where 
children can play quieter games. Our indoor learning spaces include state-of-the-art classrooms, 
featuring flexible furniture and movable walls, to cater for a variety of teaching and learning 
experiences.  

Our school provides a nurturing and caring environment for our students and families, along with 
outstanding educational outcomes. We create a dynamic learning environment where Catholic 
faith permeates, active partnerships with staff, students, families and community are developed 
and a high-quality personalised curriculum is provided for each student. 
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Principal’s Report  

In 2020 the St John's school community welcomed me to lead and support the school throughout 
an exciting yet challenging year. After a term of induction and celebration we quickly transitioned 
into a world of communicating online and remote learning, as Melbourne went into lockdown due 
to the COVID- 19 Pandemic.  

A priority was to develop a shared vision, to create a common understanding and direction 
amongst all staff and the broader community. Supported by the rich traditions of St John's and 
Horizons of Hope, our new vision "A Welcoming Community Leading the Future of Learning, with 
Faith and Love" was established. Our vision ensured that a spirit of inclusion permeated as 
relationships were strengthened across the community. Student engagement and intellectual 
rigour were features of learning across the school. At St. John's Mitcham, we continued to nurture 
the optimism and excitement, of our students, parents and staff, to see each day as a new 
adventure, especially during the challenging times.  

Remote Learning was conducted across Term 2 and Term 3. It was important to establish agreed 
practices, planning and the delivery of remote learning lessons. We established a Learning from 
Home Site, where all weekly lessons, timetables and tasks could be accessed across the school, 
including all specialist subject areas. With shared responsibility and accountability, we ensured 
that diligence was maintained across the curriculum as common learning dispositions were 
promoted. Teaching to high standards, we embedded the educational practices of — 
collaboration, creativity, communication, character, citizenship and critical thinking.  

Developing a strong learning culture, working together with families and the wider community, to 
educate the whole child emotionally, academically, socially and spiritually, was paramount in 
2020.  Maintaining a spirit of welcome and connectedness for all parents, staff and students, 
meant that we needed to be creative and vibrant to support the community. As a staff we videoed 
dances, songs, reading stories and poems, to share with our school families, to entertain and 
encourage them through this difficult period of remote learning. We built strong relationships, 
based on regular communication, trust and respect.  
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Our whole school focus was 'Belong' which became even more crucial during periods of remote 
learning. The concept of belonging was embedded across all the teaching, learning and events 
for 2020. As a caring and connected community, we collaborated effectively to nurture student 
engagement and inspire their imaginations. Our families continued to offer their time and talents 
in so many ways, building a strong sense of community and creating many opportunities to unite 
with one another, both online and in person. We united online in a whole school disco, talent quest 
and a family trivia night. With a strong connection to the Parish we continued to work closely with 
Fr Dispin and the Parish Team, as they supported us through worship, liturgy, sacraments and 
outreach. Online Masses were recorded each week and the links shared with the school 
community.  

Professional learning for our staff continued in the form of online meetings and Webinars, enabling 
staff to design rich and engaging learning opportunities for the students in their care, achieving 
positive student outcomes and continual growth. Our staff had an enormous impact on their 
students, supporting one another to develop collective efficacy. We are privileged to work with 
such a professional and dedicated staff. While teaching and learning from home, St John's 
Mitcham staff provided a rich and diverse curriculum that encouraged a love of learning.  

Our contemporary facilities and technologies, promoted engagement in student learning, 
supported by strong teaching practices which motivated enquiring minds. We encouraged our 
students to flourish, celebrating their many talents and to take action on their learning. They 
continued to stand up for what they believe in, take the time to listen to those around them and 
embrace every opportunity. St John's Mitcham offered a place where ideas and passions were 
encouraged, so that every individual had an opportunity to make a difference in the world.  
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School Education Board Report  
 

St John's Education Board Members 2020  

Father Dispin John - Parish Priest  

Verona Gridley - School Principal  

Monica O'Shannassy - School Deputy Principal  

Sarah Longmore - Chairperson, Parent Representative  

Rob Hale - Deputy Chairperson, Parent Representative  

Amy Prenc - Secretary, Parent Representative  

Michelle Plant - Parent Representative  

Monica Deehan - Parent Representative  

Rohan Sutton - Parent Representative  

Warren Butterworth - Parent Representative  

Matthew Stutchbury - Parent Representative  

 
2020 School Education Board Report  

In 2020 we welcomed Verona Gridley to St John's in what proved to be an extremely challenging 
and unusual year. As the school community faced the uncertainties that accompanied a pandemic 
of which none of us had seen before, the school board continued to meet in person where possible 
and virtually when not.  

Overall the Board agreed that the staff at St John's demonstrated persistence and a true 
commitment to the well-being of the students in their care. There was never any doubt that the 
teaching staff took on the challenges of 2020 with enthusiasm and true dedication to which we are 
extremely grateful.  

At the end of 2020 we acknowledged Rohan Sutton and Michelle Plant who have ceased their 
terms on the board. Both Rohan and Michelle were extremely diligent in providing insight and 
support to the School Board.  

 

Discussion Topics in 2020 included:  

• Regular updates on the building works, including planning developments, tendering processes 
and consultation  

• Regular policy reviews  

• Staff shared their new school vision statement  

• Explored Mathematical Sequences of Connected, Cumulative and Challenging Tasks. Kellie 
Cummings was involved in this project which has provided rich resources for St John's to use 
with the students in the Junior school as well as benefiting the older students. There was a 
focus on presenting the problem and allowing the students to find the solution.  
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• Ongoing needs in the community, in relation to home learning, providing regular updates on 
support mechanisms for all students, as well as the challenges teachers and families were 
experiencing 

• Presentation by Naomi Ryan as Writing Coach on the Pedagogical Framework for Writing at St 
John's. The use of "Bump it Up Walls" has become a familiar term among the students and 
the benefits using this strategy were demonstrated.  

• Presentation by Shannon Kearns regarding the St John's Learning and Teaching Pedagogical 
Framework  

• Changes to structure of governance were shared with the introduction of MACS  

• School Annual Action Plan was explored by all Board members  

• Online learning for the staff, including the opportunity to meet with Dr Lyn Sharratt who has 
provided many insights and structures to the staff over the last two years.  

• Opportunities for celebrating the end of 2020 and ensuring students were able to enjoy and 
celebrate their achievements  

 

Starting from 2021, the governance of St Johns will be managed by Melbourne Archdiocese 
Catholic Schools Ltd. (MACS). The new arrangements seek to ensure that schools continue to 
deliver the high-quality standards they currently do with a new governance structure. This will also 
mean some changes for the School Board, including a change in name to School Advisory 
Council. The purpose remains the same and we will continue to promote the St John's Primary 
School's Catholic ethos and structure, promote faith and the vision of the school and provide 
support with respect to enrolments, communication and planning.  

I am grateful for the board members as they persisted with the challenges that 2020 presented, 
when many had been on virtual meetings all day, they still took the time to attend meetings and 
continued to provide feedback and support. Families endured a difficult year and this was regularly 
acknowledged by the school board members, it was felt that continuing discussions and ensuring 
families felt supported was a priority.  

We look forward to the challenges of 2021 with the changes in governance and commit to 
supporting the staff and providing a line of communication to the school community. 

 

Sarah Longmore  

Chairperson 
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Education in Faith  

Goals & Intended Outcomes  

• To develop a shared vision, supported by Horizons of Hope, which ensures student 
engagement, intellectual rigour and putting our faith into action as a feature of RE at St 
John's  

• To further develop the capacity of all teachers to use data and associated evidence as starting 
points to tailor activities to levels of readiness and need  

• To refine, implement and embed the Renewed RE Framework and ensure the RE curriculum 
is made available to parents  

• To explore approaches to collaborative curriculum design that offers students deep and 
authentic learning opportunities; bringing their world and contemporary culture into dialogue 
with the Catholic tradition  

• To further enhance St John's Catholic Identity  

Achievements  

Using Horizons of Hope as a guide, we worked towards making our Catholicity an explicit and 
fundamental part of the schooling experience here at St John's. Our new school vision, "A 
welcoming community, leading the future of learning with faith and love," includes the values and 
teachings of Jesus, to which his closest disciple St John, was another example of living our lives 
with faith and love.  

Designing units of learning around a key concept and making links with inquiry in other curriculum 
areas, enabled learning, culture, faith and life to meet. Students entered into dialogue with various 
members of the community as they sought truth, made meaning and lived the story as they 
explored the concepts of Belonging, Past, Diversity and Responsibility. Staff continued to 
investigate how growth, engagement and intellectual rigour appear in Religious Education both 
onsite and during Remote Learning.  

The capacity of teaching staff was further developed through professional learning opportunities 
focused on rich assessment tasks and formative assessment rubrics. The use of Rubrics, Learning 
Intentions and Success Criteria statements, ensure students know what they are learning, how 
they are going, how they can improve and where they can go for help in Religious Education 
lessons.  

We have a strong commitment to the Catholic faith through action. With restrictions on types of 
events, numbers and movement of people due to COVID-19, we had to re-imagine many of our 
annual Social Justice initiatives. Our lap-a-thon for Project Compassion took place around the 
school and parish grounds and the Socktober program was delivered online with our 
Socktober/Mini Mission fair being modified once we were all back together.  

Online prayer and class liturgies replaced whole school celebrations for most of the year. 
Although families were unable to be onsite for the majority of the year, the Religious Education 
Curriculum and Religious Dimension of the school were available to them through online 
platforms, including the school newsletter, Term Overviews, Home Learning Site, School and 
Parish Website, regular emails and Student Learning Folios. 
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VALUE ADDED 

• Sacraments celebrated in 2020 included:  

o Reconciliation in Term One for Year 3 students  

o Confirmation in Term Four  

• Yearly overview for RE completed and implemented by all teachers  

• Creating and using assessment rubrics in RE  

• The inclusion of Religious Education in Remote Learning Program  

• Weekly prayer for families on Learning from Home Site  

• Assemblies recorded including prayer  

• Feast of the Sacred Heart Mass recorded and shared with families and classes  

• Recorded whole school prayer liturgies for Harmony Day, Reconciliation Week and 
Socktober  

• Virtual Sleep Out supporting Vinnies  

• Online fundraising and awareness raising program facilitated by Catholic Mission - 
Socktober  

• Writing Christmas cards for aged care residents  

• Student FIRE Carrier led activities for Reconciliation Week and NAIDOC Week including:  
Google Meet with Sherry Balcombe from Aboriginal Catholic Ministry, creation of a Padlet 
with reflections on what Reconciliation means, Reconciliation Week video, Red, Yellow 
and Black Day and a display centred on the theme of 2020 Reconciliation Week - In This 
Together.  

• Staff professional learning Facilitated by Rev, Francis Moloney on Matthew's Gospel and 
making connections with the Old Testament  

• Religious Education PLMs conducted each term for staff  

• Religious Education leader attended facilitated planning to support RE teaching and 
learning 
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Learning & Teaching  

Goals & Intended Outcomes  

• To clarify, narrow and sharpen our improvement agenda, grounded in evidence from research 
and practice and aligned with our school vision.  

• To document a data plan for the annual collection, communication, analysis and use of 
student performance, wellbeing and attendance data to monitor student progress.  

• To further develop the capacity of all teachers to use data and associated evidence as starting 
points to tailor activities to levels of readiness and need.  

• To create a data plan for the annual collection, communication and analyses of STEM and 
Inquiry.  

• To develop and implement a St John's school pedagogical framework with a particular focus on 
the agreed whole school approaches to the teaching of Reading, Writing, Mathematics, RE 
and Science.   

• To collaboratively refine, implement, embed and communicate the whole school Victorian 
curriculum plan  

• To evaluate, track and measure differentiated programs to ensure the learning growth of all 
students.  

Achievements  

The Teaching and Learning Leadership Team met regularly throughout 2020, to set priorities in 
order to improve student learning outcomes. As part of the Catholic Education Eastern Region 
Cohort 2 we used the framework of the Learning Collaborative to foster and embed the research 
of Dr Lyn Sharratt around the 14 Parameters. This included implementing Case Management 
meetings, Bump It Up Walls, data analysis walls and examining components of the Assessment 
Waterfall chart. Learning walks continued to be a priority with emphasis placed on asking our 
students Dr Lyn Sharratt's 5 Questions to elicit information on how they were tracking with their 
learning.  

Staff demonstrated a commitment to improving student learning through professional learning 
meetings twice weekly. Structured and organised PLMs were focused across the curriculum and 
facilitated by leadership. All year levels planned in line with the Victorian Curriculum and assessed 
regularly together to improve learning outcomes and provide engaging and enriching lessons for 
all students. Each term, teachers were given extra planning time for the following term. The 
Learning and Teaching Team supported them in this by collaboratively unpacking the curriculum, 
discussing assessment and reflecting on best practice.  

Due to the impact of COVID-19 teachers and staff worked remotely over two extensive lock 
down periods. During this time, we were able to move flexibly into technological platforms such 
as Google sites and Google Classrooms to provide effective and creative lessons for our 
students.  All students were able to access the curriculum and their learning. Ongoing 
communication including teaching mini lessons and focus groups were provided and 
opportunities for feedback occurred regularly through Google meets, emails and phone 
conversations. Teachers and students were able to upskill their digital literacy and improve their 
competency and capacity to navigate multiple platforms.  
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At the beginning of the school year a Data Plan was co-constructed and utilised to support 
implementation and explain the purpose of each assessment at a whole school level. Due to 
COVID-19, NAPLAN assessment was not held in 2020. Teachers continued to use a variety of 
methods to collect data both remotely and in class, to triangulate data and identify students' 
learning needs. This included using formal testing such as PAT Maths, PAT Reading, PAT 
Science and ARCOTS Literacy Assessment Project as well as using teacher judgement and 
observations. This data provided the evidence to accurately develop students' next learning needs 
and learning goals. Throughout the year we co-constructed whole school data walls in the areas 
of Reading and Mathematics. The data walls are a practical and powerful way to focus on the 
growth and achievement of every student over a period of time.  

We were invited to be involved in a two-year pilot project in Mathematics called EMC3 (Exploring 
Mathematical Sequences of Connected, Cumulative and Challenging Tasks) which involved the 
professional development and teaching of rich tasks in the junior school. The project has been 
endorsed and funded by the Australian Research Council and Catholic Education Melbourne in 
partnership with Monash University. The mathematical tasks are fostered around the notion of 
building connections and transferring mathematical learning to practical contexts and new topics.  
The tasks are designed to be challenging and cumulative in learning progress and focus on 
student engagement through sustained thinking, reasoning and decision-making.  

Literacy interventions including Reading Recovery, ERIK (Enhancing Reading Intervention 
Knowledge) and GRREAD (Group Reading & Rereading Easy Appropriate Texts Everyday) 
continued across the school as required. Extension education was offered again in 2020 in the 
area of Mathematics and Reading. Selected students in year 5/6 competed in the Computational 
and Algorithmic Thinking competition and a range of students in years 3-6 competed in the 
Australian Mathematics Competition. Both of these competitions were organised through the 
Australian Mathematics Trust. Students from Years 3-6 also took part in The Victorian Premiers' 
Reading Challenge.  

As part of The Learning Collaborative St John's staff identified Writing as an important focus area.  
All classroom teachers created "Bump It Up" walls as a way to provide visual resources to support 
students in the next step in their writing. We also spent time with teaching teams assessing writing 
against the Brightpath ruler as a systematic way of collecting and analysing writing across the 
school. Teachers from Year P to Year 6 were involved in professional development regarding the 
SMART spelling approach. The SMART spelling approach includes a systematic whole school 
process for spelling and incorporates explicit teaching.  

We continued our commitment to the FIRE Carriers Program, co-ordinated by The Aboriginal 
Catholic Ministry (ACM). FIRE (Friends Igniting Reconciliation through Education) Carrier leaders 
were required to develop a Reconciliation Covenant (a Reconciliation Action Plan) and commit to 
promoting Reconciliation within and outside our school. 
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At the end of 2020 portfolios of students learning were sent out to parents. Digital Folios were 
implemented across years 3-6 using Google Sites. This platform allows folios to be readily 
accessible by parents. Students from years P-2 had hardcopy folios given to them. In Term 3 and 
4 teachers explored and built their knowledge of alternative digital platforms for students in P-2 
that ensured students had ownership of their portfolios and the digital tool.  

 

 

Students participated in an Italian Day including an incursion and various activities where the 
Italian culture was celebrated and learning showcased. The Chinese Program continued as part 
of language education for our Senior Students. It is an online program using Zoom technology to 
connect to a China-based teaching team. Every lesson is live and interactive, inspiring our 
students to become global citizens. 

We celebrated Science Week, with a whole week of activities, including a virtual incursion to the 
SEA LIFE Melbourne Aquarium, and an 'In the Sea' dress up day and parade outside to share our 
creations.   

Literacy and Numeracy Week was an opportunity to celebrate our learning. This year due to 
Covid19 we participated using the Google Sites platform. All students thoroughly enjoyed the 
webinar in which author and illustrator Michael Salmon shared his insights into reading and writing 
and included audience participation in creating quick and easy cartoon characters. Other 
highlights of Literacy and Numeracy Week were guessing the number of jelly beans in the jar and 
dressing up as a superhero.  

Through the Sporting Schools Program, we participated in gymnastics and volleyball. This 
provided an opportunity to have external coaches lead programs and the opportunity to buy sports 
equipment for the school. We held an athletics meet "Twilight Sports" at the beginning of the year  
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in which is an annual sports community event. The year 4-6s participated in a soccer and cricket 
friendly competition with St James in Term Four.  

In Term Four we held St Johns first Virtual Art Show. Student work was uploaded onto a digital 
platform which could be viewed by all students, parents and school community.  

Our school theme 'Belong' unified our school community and was a major focus in our learning 
and teaching. It was more than fitting for when we were learning apart, to ensure that everyone 
still felt a sense of belonging. 

 

 

 

 
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES  

All St John's Students were assessed in reading, writing and mathematics at the beginning of 
the year. We used PAT Reading and PAT Maths to collect data on student growth from the 
previous year. All teachers use a variety of summative and formative assessments to ensure 
student development and to differentiate the teaching.  

In 2020 we formalised our St John's Data Plan to include a schedule and the purpose for 
administering each assessment tool. 
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PROPORTION OF STUDENTS MEETING THE MINIMUM STANDARDS
 
 

                     
                 

 
 

 
 

NAPLAN TESTS                  

 
YR 03 Grammar &  Punctuation  

YR 03 Numeracy  

YR 03 Reading  

YR 03 Spelling  

YR 03 Writing  

YR 05 Grammar &  Punctuation  

YR 05 Numeracy  

YR 05 Reading  

YR 05 Spelling 

YR 05 Writing 

 

 

 

* There are no NAPLAN results to report in 2020 as the Australian Government decided that 
due  to the COVID-19 pandemic NAPLAN Assessments would not take place.  

** Data cannot be reported for this year as the number of students that sat the test was 
below 5  and the data has been suppressed for privacy reasons in accordance with the 
ACARA NAPLAN  data reporting provisions.  
 

*** No students sat the NAPLAN tests in this year level and in one or both of the relevant years.
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2018 % 

 

2019 % 2018 –2019 
Changes %  

2020 % 2019 – 2020  
Changes % 

100.0  100.0  0.0 *                      * 

100.0  100.0  0.0   

94.4  100.0  5.6   

94.4  100.0  5.6   

94.4  100.0  5.6   

96.0  96.7  0.7   

100.0  96.7  -3.3   

100.0  100.0  0.0   

96.0  96.7  0.7   

100.0  96.7  -3.3   



 

Student Wellbeing  

Goals & Intended Outcomes  

 To further develop a supportive and respectful school environment which fosters positive 
relationships and empowers every student to be a confident, resilient and successful 
learner 

 That students will demonstrate greater respect for self, others and property and an 
enhanced sense of responsibility 

 To ensure that School Wide Positive Behaviour Support framework is embedded and 
use the SWPBS strategies to maintain consistent implementation at a deep level over 
time  

Achievements  

Be You  

St John's is a registered 'Be You' school. 'Be You' is an end-to-end (0-18 years) mental health 
initiative.  

The aims of Be You include to: normalise actively looking after your own mental health, promote 
help-seeking skills and behaviours, guide staff on how to promote and influence good mental 
health, build capacity of staff/families/students to intervene early, involve family/carers in their 
child's education and wellbeing and increase inclusion of mental health in pre-service education.  
Throughout the year staff continued working on the Be You online professional learning units.  

Behaviour Management  

St John's behaviour management processes continued to be reviewed and shared with new staff 
and students. This included the consequence flow chart, school expectations and positive 
behaviours. Behaviour data for Terms 1, 2 and 4 were recorded and monitored including 'hot spot' 
locations, times of the day when behaviour was a concern and students at risk. Positive behaviour 
expectations were promoted and adapted to suit Term 2 and Term 3's remote learning, with 
additional emphasis placed on respect for others in the digital environment.  

Staff were informed of any students of concern and any patterns of behaviour with regard to place 
and time of incidents. Actions were taken in response to any inappropriate behaviour including 
Wellbeing or Counselling intervention. The School Wide Positive Behaviours' 3 Rs (Respect Self, 
Respect Others, Respect Property) were a continual focus during both onsite and remote learning 
periods.  

Positive Behaviours  

Positive Behaviours were actively encouraged through the use of Class Dojos. Class Dojos is a 
secure online system which enables acknowledgement of students demonstrating the school 
expectations and learning dispositions. The school sports' team with the greatest number of dojos 
at the end of Term 1, Term 2 and Term 4 was rewarded with a free dress day and students 
receiving the highest number of dojos in their class were recognised with an award and mention 
in the newsletter. The notion of always showing respect towards others was also encouraged 
through the introduction of Respect Awards. At Term 1 assemblies, students who had been 
nominated by staff received an award and were celebrated for their respectful actions. 
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Respectful Relationships and Social Emotional Learning  

Staff and students continued to engage in Respectful Relationships Education. Respectful 
Relationships is a whole school approach to the primary prevention of gender-based violence. At 
St John's this includes weekly Social Emotional Learning (SEL) lessons which are primarily based 
from the Rights, Responsibilities and Respectful Relationships learning resource. Weekly SEL 
lessons across all year levels also continued to help assist students develop skills in sense of self, 
social skills and emotional skills. SEL lessons were a continual and expected focus during remote 
learning.  

School Chaplaincy Program  

As part of the school's chaplaincy program, a school counsellor began working at St John's one 
day a week. Parents who felt their child needed additional support, filled out a referral form and 
students were given the opportunity for weekly or fortnightly sessions. The counsellor also worked 
closely with the Student Wellbeing Leader in providing additional skill building and support for 
students in need.   

R U OK? Day  

During Term 3's Remote Learning, all classes recognised and made reference to R U OK? Day.  
This included an exploration of the website's resources and open discussions with students and 
families about the importance of discussing our feelings and reaching out for help when needed.  
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Whole School Wellbeing Days 

During both Term 2 and Term 3's online learning, the whole school engaged in two "Wellbeing 
Days". These days promoted mindfulness and exercise and all students were encouraged to 
engage in a technology free day.  

Wellbeing Week  

In promotion of mental health and student wellbeing, the school engaged in a Wellbeing Week.  
This week consisted of daily opportunities for mindful meditation, a student wellbeing activity 
booklet and a parent information webinar on anxiety led by the school's counsellor. A display of 
student's "Proud Moments" was also created in the celebration of achievements.   

 

VALUE ADDED 

• Classroom teachers continued to embed a SEL curriculum in their timetables. This included 
explicit teaching using the Resilience, Rights and Respectful Relationships learning 
material as a primary resource as well as links to other areas of learning such as the Berry 
Street Education Model. Weekly 'Circle Time' is also a part of giving all students voice in 
regard to issues they may be having in and outside the classroom and/or sharing their 
opinions on a SEL topic.  

• Extra-curricular activities included: Mathletics club, Code club, Gardening club, Mindful 
colouring and Lego club were offered weekly at lunchtimes for students who wished to 
join.  Lego club and Mindful colouring were specifically started as an alternative play option 
for students who have trouble socialising on the yard.  

• Community activities included: Sacramental program and Masses, Prep Welcome Dinner, 
Reconciliation Week, Harmony Day, Twilight Sports, Remembrance Day, Christmas 
School Concert ("Carols on the Screen)", Art Expo, Advent Liturgies, Family Life 
Evenings, parent information sessions on anxiety and parent engagement, R U OK? Day 
awareness, talent quest organised by student leaders to involve all students to share their 
talents in dance, drama, sport, magic, singing.  

 
 

STUDENT SATISFACTION  

Remote Learning Surveys were completed by our students indicating an overall positive 
endorsement for the remote learning program, connectedness to staff and peers. An area of 
strength was in rigorous expectations, where students feel that their teachers hold them to high 
expectations for their effort, understanding, persistence and performance. Teacher and student 
relationships were also strong as recognised by our students, with the social connection 
between teachers and students, within and beyond the school a significant part of our vibrant 
community. 
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STUDENT ATTENDANCE 

St John's Primary School Attendance Policy Statement  

Aim:  

• To ensure school attendance is maximised and records are accurately kept, to comply with 
legal obligations (Victorian Government Legislation)  

Implementation:  

• The attendance roll is to be marked by the classroom teacher on the class list and sent to the 
office in the office bag and also electronically. This is done twice a day at 8.45am and 
2.20pm. The reason for the absence must be recorded by the teacher according to the 
given codes.  

• Parents have been informed in the Parent Handbook and school newsletter that they are to 
notify the school of a child's absence before 8:45 am. Parents or guardians may either email 
staff, send an app notification, leave a message at the office or write a note.  

• Absence notes are to be retained by the teacher and these are archived at the conclusion of 
each school year.  

• Office administration staff accept phone calls from parents and print out app notifications.  
These are passed on immediately to teachers.  

• Unexplained absences are addressed automatically by the nForma roll program via email to 
parents before 10:00am. If still no contact is made by the parent after the email has been 
sent, the Administration Staff will make contact by phone.  

Regular student non-attendance is managed at St John's School as follows:  

• Teacher reports concerns to administration  

• Contact family to gather information as to non-attendance  

• Parent Support Group meeting may occur to discuss issues  

• A member of the Wellbeing Team (Student Wellbeing Leader, Principal and Deputy) offer 
strategies and support for the family to assist in child's attendance  

If non-attendance continues, CEM are contacted to establish a plan of intervention via Visiting 
Teacher Service. 
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Remote Learning Attendance  

During periods of Remote Learning, students attendance was recorded when students joined 
their class Google Meet every morning. Attendance was only recorded in the morning. For 
students attending onsite the roll was taken in the morning and afternoon. 

 
 

AVERAGE STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATE BY YEAR LEVEL  

Y01 97.9%  Y02 98.7%  Y03 98.1%  Y04 97.6%  Y05 97.8%  Y06 97.5%  

Overall average attendance 97.9% 
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Child Safe Standards  

Goals & Intended Outcomes  

• To ensure through our policies and procedures that St John's School community is committed 
to the Child Safe Standards  

• That all members of the community uphold the safety and wellbeing of children and young 
people  

• To empower families, children, young people and staff to have a voice and raise concerns  

• To implement rigorous risk management and employment practices  

Achievements  

The Child Safe Standards continued to be a major focus for the St John staff and community in 
2020. Following the 2020 St John's Child Safety Action Plan we achieved ongoing improvement 
in its implementation in accordance with the appropriate standards.  

Standard 1 - Embedding an organisational culture of child safety  

Ongoing clarification and communication to all in the community about the importance of Child 
Safety, expectations of community members and processes has been a priority. Communication 
has been through school newsletters, board meetings, Parents' Association meetings and Parent 
Information Nights. Policy and procedures for working with our most vulnerable students were 
established. Online safety was a major focus with our Remote Learning Program as well as regular 
check-ins with students and families by school staff.  

Standard 2 - Child safety policy and/or statement of commitment to child safety  

Our Child Safety Policy, Wellbeing Policy, Learning and Teaching Policy were revised to reflect 
the principle of inclusion and Child Safety. A commitment statement was included on the front 
page of the weekly school newsletter and child safety became a regular agenda item for the Parish 
Education Board.  

Standard 3 - Child safety code of conduct  

A Student Code of Conduct was devised with Future Leader students. Child Safe Schools poster 
and Codes of Conduct were displayed in the foyer and sign in procedures, including VPass were 
updated. Remote Learning Code of Conduct documents were sent to each family at the 
commencement of the Remote Learning Program.  

Standard 4 - Staff selection, supervision and management practices for a child safe 
environment  

A folder containing processes, procedures and documentation for engagement of contractors 
and volunteers was created.  
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Continual development and refinement of processes included:  

 Application form 
 Signing Code of Conducts  
 Interviews with applicants  
 Referee reports  
 Working with Children Checks and other documentation  
 Letter of acceptance to applicants  
 Induction  
 Regular communication of expectations of staff throughout COVID19 took 

place.  

Standard 5 - Responding to and reporting allegations of suspected abuse  

A document was revised which outlines our school's processes and procedures in line with 
Victorian state guidelines. Staff completed online learning modules and this was recorded in a 
register. All staff were provided with a copy of the Four Critical Actions for school’s documents 
and PROTECT document.  

Standard 6 - Strategies to identify and reduce/remove risks of child abuse  

Our sign in and out system in the administration area was updated to reflect Child Safety 
guidelines. Parishioners using parish buildings on school grounds were minimised with new 
understandings and agreements resulting. Our behaviour management program is based on 
Respect - respect for self, others and property. All staff established school expectations with their 
class in Term One and continually revisited it throughout the year. Recording incidences of 
behaviour and communicating areas of concern to staff regularly occurred. The Berry Street 
Education Model and Respectful Relationship programs were implemented with a scope and 
sequence for the teaching of Social and Emotional Learning devised by staff. Remote Learning 
activity-based risk assessment took place. Appropriate processes were organised and 
communicated to all in the community.  

Standard 7 - Strategies to promote child empowerment and participation  

Staff received professional learning on EXCEL Framework and Respectful Relationships 
Program. Staff feel confident in facilitating age appropriate education about identifying abuse. 
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Leadership & Management  

Goals & Intended Outcomes  

• To clarify, narrow and sharpen our improvement agenda, grounded in evidence from research 
and practice and aligned with our school vision  

• To develop a shared vision, supported by Horizons of Hope, which ensures student 
engagement and intellectual rigour is a feature of learning across the school  

• To continue to develop the model of distributive leadership ensuring the skills and expertise of 
leaders align with school priorities  

• To implement the schools Master plan for both the external school environment and in 
multifunction spaces to enhance learning opportunities  

• To ensure targeted professional learning opportunities continue to promote learning 
conversations for all staff  

• To further develop and sustain a positive staff culture characterised by a shared vision,     
collaborative learning, active staff engagement and focus on continuous improvement  

Achievements  

With the support of a strong dedicated leadership team we were able to develop and create an 
explicit improvement agenda, with clear, explicit, school-wide targets for school improvement.  
Role clarity for all staff was established through the revision of role descriptions which aligned with 
the new improvement agenda, ensuring clarity of responsibilities and expectations for all staff 
members. School leaders worked as coaches, alongside class teachers, in facilitated planning 
and within the classroom, to build teacher capacity. The coaches are co-leaders and co-learners 
where they respectfully invite others to watch them teach and support classroom practices in their 
specialised field.  

The school leaders developed their skills and expertise as a knowledgeable, approachable and 
supportive colleague, with the deliberate practice of improving the craft of teaching throughout the 
school. The leadership team co-reflected on practice and gave feedback through open, honest 
dialogue about student learning, outcomes and engagement. With a focus of having high 
expectations for all of our students as successful learners, the leadership team would mentor and 
give timely feedback, ensuring staff demonstrated thorough pedagogical practices and achieved 
effective curriculum design.  

A Curriculum Pedagogical Framework was created, to align the frameworks from Reading, 
Writing, Maths and Religious Education. It was further developed to include a framework in Inquiry 
learning and School Wide Positive Behaviour. The St John's Pedagogical Framework was 
developed to ensure best practice, informed by research and consistency across the school.  
Targeted Professional Learning opportunities were sourced and organised with a strong focus on 
shared beliefs and understanding, shared responsibility and accountability and the use of data to 
measure growth and drive contemporary learning and teaching. Pedagogies were displayed in the 
staffroom and classrooms in line with our visible learning practices. 
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At St John's Mitcham we continued our participation in The Learning Collaborative with the Eastern 
Region Catholic Schools. The impact of this system wide change is evident in the learning and 
teaching at St John's and in every aspect of our professional learning. The leadership team 
devised annual action plans to drive improvement and closely monitor progress towards set 
targets.  

The St John's Master plan and building project which had been a major focus for many years, 
finally came to fruition in 2020, with ratification from the Archdiocese and approval from 
Whitehorse Council. The Master plan was finalised to meet the needs of all stakeholders' and will 
enable the redevelopment of a new STEM Room, Multipurpose room, a modern facade, outdoor 
play and learning spaces, to commence in early 2021. 

Annual Review Meetings for staff were held in Term Three and Term Four to guide reflections 
and discussion about personal professional development and future goals.  

To promote student voice at St John's, our Year 6 students all hold a leadership position in their 
area of interest or expertise. Our four School Captains met fortnightly during remote learning and 
throughout the year, supporting all students with their lively videos and messages of 
encouragement. Each class elected a student representative known as a Future Leader. Our 
Future Leaders met weekly throughout the year and online during remote learning. They brought 
new ideas or concerns to the Leadership Team and provided an avenue of communication 
between students and staff.  

The School Education Board explored and reviewed a number of policies, pedagogical 
frameworks, marketing opportunities and grants. Supporting the wider community, the School 
Board and Leadership Team worked closely with all stakeholders to build strong partnerships 
across the community.  

A variety of new and ongoing projects ensured our improvement agenda continued to be fulfilled.  
Some of these projects and events included:  

• Participating in EMC3 Maths Project in junior school - Launch, Explore, Summarise, working in 
collaboration with (Peter Sullivan) Monash University  

• Establishing partnerships for Junior school teachers to engage in facilitated planning with 
Maths coach and EMC3 staff  

• All leaders conducting Learning Walks and Talks across the school by the end of Term One 
and sharing findings with leadership and teachers.  

           • Monitoring curriculum planning documentation and providing support and feedback to staff  

• Consulting with Marian Nicolazzo from CEM to review an online Writing Overview in response 
to remote learning  

• Developing and creating whole school Pedagogical frameworks across the curriculum for 
clarity and consistency  

• Designing effective learning in RE using Pedagogy of Encounter 
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• Sharing SWPBS strategies regularly at assemblies, through the Wellbeing page of the School 
Newsletter and with staff at PLMs and Professional Development days  

• Implementing Learning walks and talks in Term Two and Term Four using 5 questions for 
student learning and in Term Three with students working onsite  

• Implementation of effective and achievable processes and practices to support Remote 
Learning  

• Collation of class rewards - Class Dojos, at the end of each term to support Wellbeing for all 
students  

• Engaging in strong visible learning practices, such as using Bump it Up Walls in Writing, 
consistently across the school  

• Revising and updating positive behaviours, behaviour management processes and wellbeing 
programs with all staff 

 

EXPENDITURE AND TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 

Description of Professional Learning undertaken in 2020 

Staff at St John's are committed to improving their teaching and learning practice and 
actively seek professional learning both within and outside the school environment.  

Professional learning opportunities included:  

• Yearly Overview in Religious Education  

• ECO Warden Training  

• Visible Learning with Remote Learning  

• Discovering the Gospel of Matthew  

• Learning Diversity - Personal Learning Plans  

• Religious Dimension - Designing for Learning  

• Assessment Considerations for Remote Teaching  

• Learning & Teaching: Pedagogical Framework and Data  

• NCCD Moderation and reflection  

• Writing Moderation  

• Writing - Instructional strategies for high impact  

• The Learning Collaborative - Waterfall chart - feedback, critical thinking and questioning 

• SMART Spelling  

• Literacy and Numeracy Network Meetings  

• Pathway to Principalship - Phase 2  

• New Principal Finance Induction 
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• Learning Collaborative Cohort 2 - Lyn Sharratt  

• Principal Induction Critical Quarter  

• Exploring Mathematical Sequences of Connected, Cumulative and Challenging Tasks 
(EMC3)  

• Progression of Reading Development: teachers as decision makers  

• Religious Education Leader Network, Eastern Region  

• Phonics in Context Online  

• NCCD Reflection/Learning Diversity  

• An Introduction to Brightpath 

Number of teachers who participated in PL in 2020  23 

Average expenditure per teacher for PL  $2000 

 
 

TEACHER SATISFACTION 

Reflecting on the periods of remote learning Staff commented on the importance of 
connecting with their students both online and onsite. Being able to have conversations with 
students online, to clarify information, was a powerful tool. Getting to know the whole child in 
different settings was valuable in maintaining strong relationships with students and their 
families. Staff felt supported during remote learning and were very appreciative of being back 
onsite for Term 4.  

The staff response to the overall school positive endorsement remained high even during the 
periods of remote learning. Maintaining a strong connection to all staff was imperative to 
maintaining a sense of support and to strengthen relationships.  

Perceptions of the overall social and learning climate of the school, Professional Learning 
opportunities, collective efficacy and Catholic Identity, all remained high with positive 
endorsement from the Staff. 

 
TEACHING STAFF ATTENDANCE RATE  

Teaching Staff Attendance Rate  96.3%  

ALL STAFF RETENTION RATE  

Staff Retention Rate    
81.8% 
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TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS  

Doctorate 0.0%  

Masters 7.1%  

Graduate 7.1%  

Graduate Certificate 7.1%  

Bachelor Degree 42.9%  

Advanced Diploma 14.3%  

No Qualifications Listed 21.4%  

STAFF COMPOSITION  

Principal Class (Headcount) 3.0  

Teaching Staff (Headcount) 16.0  

Teaching Staff (FTE) 11.7  

Non-Teaching Staff (Headcount) 8.0  

Non-Teaching Staff (FTE) 6.8  

Indigenous Teaching Staff (Headcount) 0.0 
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School Community  

Goals & Intended Outcomes  

• To partner and engage with our community to increase student engagement  

• That we will create a culture of welcome and hospitality through school events  

• That we provide multiple opportunities for parents to be partners in school and parish life  

• That we actively engage with the wider community, building and strengthening partnerships  

• That we have an understanding of all cultures, backgrounds and cultural practices within our 
school and wider community  

Achievements  

Communication and Digital Technologies  

 
• Newsletter format continued online throughout the year  

• St John's School Website updated and redesigned  

• Virtual School Tour using 360-degree photography and a Video school tour embedded on 
website  

• Prep information night at beginning of the year  

• Fortnightly assembly pre-recorded or live-streamed for all families during Remote Learning  

• Daily Google Meets with all classes during Remote Learning  

• Staff created 2 dance videos during Remote Learning to connect with families  

• Staff recorded a poem for all students and families to support them while working from home  

• Family phone calls or Google meets were organised during remote learning for regular check 
in with everyone  

• Student/Parent/Teacher conferences were held online in Term Three  

• Parent Google Meet forums for each year level to share and seek feedback on remote 
learning experiences  

• Billboards at front of school and around Mitcham to build marketing strategies, biannually  

• Termly overviews provided to parents across all year levels  

• Ongoing email communication with parents in each year level  

• St John's Learning from Home Google Site provided ongoing communication of learning tasks 
and community events  

 
Parent and Community Participation  

• Parent welcome back morning tea, run by Community Association  

• Prep/New Families Pizza party night - Prep Welcome 
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• Term One Meet and Greet / Student led conferences  

• Fortnightly assembly with whole school Term One  

• Harmony Day celebrated with whole school, celebrating diversity and cultures  

• Fire Carriers support Indigenous Reconciliation throughout school  

• Assemblies recorded fortnightly and shared with whole community  

• End of term online Disco for whole school  

• Family Trivia Night run Virtually at end of term  

• Welcome back to school celebrations following remote learning  

• Anxiety Webinar for parents  

• Student Wellbeing Week highlighted many resources and support networks while providing a 
range of activities for students learning from home  

• Proud Moments photographic display organised in Term 4  

• Family Life Evening facilitated by Interrelate held online  

• Rachel Saliba facilitated an information evening titled 'Parents as partners in learning' 
presented on Google Meet  

• Christmas Carols on the Screen instead of on the Green at school, pre-recorded for all families  

• Prep Nativity Play recorded for families of Prep Students  

• Art show set up at school and recorded by student leaders, shared online  

• Year 6 Graduation celebrated outdoors with parents, adhering to social distancing  

 
Extra-Curricular  

• Twilight Sports held in March  

• Walk to school day - Families walked to front of school during COVID lockdown to collect 
sunflower seeds  

• Sacramental Program for Reconciliation and Confirmation  

• School Choir held every Friday morning  

• Code Club held during Lunchtime and led by school leaders  

• Keyboard, guitar and vocal lessons  

• Tuesday morning Marathon club  

• Lego club held during lunchtime  

• Inter school sports  

• Talent quest organised by student leaders to involve all students to share their talents in 
dance, drama, sport, magic, singing  

• Promotion of 'Are you okay?' day  

• Science week activities on the St John's Home Learning Site 
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• Parent and student participation in Wellbeing Week, writing letters of gratitude to all staff 
members  

• Wellbeing page on the Learning from Home site  

Parish and School Community Groups  

• Relationships continued to be strengthened across the Parish and School Community through 
events including:  

• Welcome and Level Masses  

• Reconciliation Celebration in Term One for Year 3 students  

• Education Board members met online and shared minutes in school newsletter with wider 
community  

• Easter Raffle run by Community Association  

• Family members welcome to volunteer in classrooms  

            • Whole School Wellbeing Day - Technology free and promoting mindfulness and exercise  

Collaboration with Local and Global Groups  

• Authentic learning opportunities were created in 2020 as students and staff participated in a 
variety of activities and events with the community.  

• Letters sent to the essential services workers from St John's' students and parent  

• Socktober and Mini Vinnies Sleep Out during remote learning  

• Collection of food and blankets for our local St Vincent de Paul Conference  

• Participation in Caritas Australia's Project Compassion Program  

• FIRE Carrier meeting with Sherry from Aboriginal Catholic Ministry  

• Cyber safety evening in collaboration with St James  

• Ride to School Day / Police visit  

• Pen pal letters coordinated through Nunawading Police to connect students and senior 
citizens  

• Christmas cards written to residents of aged care facilities 

 

PARENT SATISFACTION 

Parents completed surveys at a local level following the period of remote learning in June.  
Some of their responses to 'How has this experience increased your understanding of the  
partnership between parents and teachers in supporting children's learning?' included:  

• I realised their strength and weakness in some subjects 
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• I have gained a lot more respect for the teachers and have a better understanding of how 
committed they are  

• It is crucial that both parents and teachers are all open and share information about their 
child's learning. As parents it is very important to work closely with teachers  

• I was always a believer in a solid partnership between the teacher and parents. I am very 
willing to follow on and be guided by the teacher for all learning.  

• St John's Teachers are excellent at ensuring our children are well-supported  

• Building a strong relationship with the staff is very important, and I always make times to 
discuss the kids when the opportunity arise via parent teacher interviews or by contacting 
the teachers when required.  

• It's been a fantastic reminder of how hard teachers work and the need to follow up learning 
at hone  

• Combined parent knowledge and teacher knowledge and experience is the best way to 
support a child's learning.  

• We didn't always have time to spend with our children. We felt guilty at times and helpless.  
We appreciated the efforts made by staff to help us. The assemblies, the Google meets, the 
extra groups such as maths extension, the phone calls, the opportunities for SRC activities 
were terrific.  

• We have always believed in the importance of a partnership between parents and teachers, 
this period of home learning has just cemented that idea more firmly.  

• Given us better understanding of how hard teachers work  

• Important to have good communication between teacher and parent to support child, need to 
work as a team. Important for teacher to be aware of situations that may affect child's 
learning, but also for parents to respect the teacher and the wonderful and challenging work 
they do.  

• The teachers and teacher’s aides were amazing and encouraging.  

Other comments and feedback included:  

• I would like to say a massive thank you to all staff for the amazing hard work they have all 
done. We are very lucky and fortunate to have such caring supportive teaching staff around 
our children and very appreciative of all the St John's staff and how they helped us to have 
a seamless transition to Remote Learning. I am also very appreciative for the support given 
to me as a working mother during that time and can’t thank everyone enough for continuing 
to push my child with her learning and also helping her excel more as a leader of the school.  

• The St John's Staff did an excellent job of supporting the students during Remote Learning 
and keeping them progressing in their learning!  

• Very grateful to be part of such an amazing community.  

• Appreciated the support of the school and teachers and couldn't have done it without them 
and the Chromebooks. 
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• Lovely to get the weekly phone call from the teachers. Excellent communication from 
Verona.  

• Thanks for your positivity and for your moments of light relief- so important to keeping 
connected with one another. We have three schools' responses to HL to compare and 2/3 
did beautifully at keeping kids connected with each other and the school. SJM did beautifully- 
well done!  

• The start of day online session was very important from the start to give the kids direction for 
the day.  

• We are extremely impressed with the way St John's has put together the remote learning 
program. A few other parents at a different school shared their experience and the remote 
learning program we have are much better organised than a few of those other schools (the 
3x Google meetings a day, the family weekly meetings). Thank you to Verona, Monica, and 
all the teachers and LSOs for making the experience as smooth and as painless as possible!  

• Teachers had put a lot of work into the materials that were set for the students. The Google 
site was excellent.  

• Firstly thanks for all that was done under the circumstances - very much appreciated.  
Everything the classes were doing improved over the journey which was great to see. I'm 
sure the learnings will be implemented if there is ever a next time. The more online class 
teaching time the better!  

• I think that the school and teachers did a wonderful job in a very difficult period. We especially 
found the phone calls and daily meets an important aspect, enabling a sense of connection 
and care/support.  

• We were initially very concerned how we would manage the remote learning without owning a 
computer, and with little knowledge of technology and very limited internet access. But after 
borrowing a Chromebook and some assistance, we navigated our way through it, an it ended 
up being a very positive and rewarding experience for our family. We couldn't have been 
happier with the way St. John’s conducted the Remote Learning, the valuable support we 
received, and the wonderful communication from both the teachers and principal throughout.  

• The timetable worked well for us, including the Google Meets, the choice of tasks/subjects for 
the afternoons, and the layout of the Remote Learning Site which was easy to use. We are 
so grateful to St. John’s for all of this, and also especially the lovely replies upon submitting 
tasks, that acknowledged and encouraged my child's work. We also really appreciated all 
the extra positive touches that St John's added to keep the students connected to their school 
and teachers, and gave us all such a boost. We loved seeing the teacher's dances, the online 
assemblies, Fun Friday, and of course the most wonderful welcome back when the students 
returned to the classroom. Well done on an amazing job and Thank-you so much Verona 
and all the amazing staff at St. John’s. 
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Future Directions  

At St John's we are continuing to develop our explicit improvement agenda, in order to clarify and 
instil consistent rigorous practice, grounded in evidence and aligned with our school vision. This 
will ensure that student engagement and intellectual rigour is a feature of learning across the 
school.  
 
New indoor and outdoor learning spaces will be created to enhance the learning experiences for 
all students. A building project is scheduled to commence in early 2021 and will include a STEM 
and Performing Arts Room, a Library, new school facade, an outdoor multipurpose court and 
landscaped garden areas. At St John's we recognise that school design can influence both 
innovative teaching practices and student outcomes. Updating and renovating our Outdoor 
Spaces and Facade will improve security, safety and learning spaces for our whole school 
community. Enhancing our outdoor spaces will also encourage our students to be active. All 
students can use an outdoor space that's well-designed. It can be a place to exercise, be social, 
play and learn with peers. We also want to improve the presentation of the school to make it more 
welcoming and to enhance and improve our resources.  
 
Developing a whole school feedback plan will be crucial to promote engagement with colleagues 
to improve practice. Enacting feedback as a professional standard of teaching at St John's, 
supports teachers and staff to initiate and engage in professional discussions with colleagues.  
Feedback occurs in a range of forums, to evaluate practice directed at improving professional 
knowledge and practice, and the educational outcomes of students. Professional learning will be 
central to the ongoing development of all staff. We will provide opportunities for staff to work 
collaboratively with a feedback colleague, in teams and at PLMs to plan professional learning 
goals. We will continue to build a shared understanding of the qualities of assessment capable 
learners and ensure that it is a feature of every teachers' classroom practice. Strengthening our 
shared beliefs and understandings among all staff in line with our school vision, will assist in 
ensuring shared responsibility and accountability of all and rigor across the curriculum.  
Developing the skills of leaders and teachers to give and receive quality, constructive feedback, 
will be supported through the implementation of accountability processes to ensure feedback 
practices are embedded.  
 
The ongoing implementation of our data plan will ensure the collection, communication, analysis 
and use of student performance, wellbeing and attendance data, to monitor student progress.  
This will enable the capacity of all teachers to use data and associated evidence, as starting points 
to tailor activities to levels of readiness and need. The data plan will be extended to include 
Brightpath, an assessment tool for Writing. The use of Brightpath will ensure consistency of 
assessment practice and provide a tool to show growth and what future learning is required. 
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